The AirPod
The latest wellness technology is now available.
Oxygen is critical for the health and repair of damaged cells, tissues and organs. Under
normal conditions we inhale 21% oxygen from the air we breathe. Increasing the pressure
inside the AirPod improves the oxygen availability by 7% in your Plasma. This combined
oxygen, now in your blood circulation system is 28%, a 35% increase.
This extra oxygen availability can now be delivered to reactivate, cells, organs and tissues.










Reduces oedema (swelling)
Anti-aging
Reduces fatigue
Addresses stress symptoms
Minimises soft tissue injuries
Accelerates metabolism
Skin rejuvenation
Addresses Hypoxia
Assists with Migraines

The AirPod is a comfortable, relaxing and a meditative experience. Once the client is inside
and the unit is sealed, it slowly pressurises over 5 minutes. The client must clear their ears
until the AirPod reaches 1.35ATA. Once pressurised a steady flow of filtered clean
compressed air is maintained during the therapy.
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1.35 atmospheres (ATA)
5mm aluminium construction
Dual controls (client and operator controls)
Standard 10A power point
Annual maintenance program
Installation and specialised operator training
Marketing support for commercial operators
3 year warranty
Height - 2m. Diameter - 80cm. Aluminium and Stainless Steel. Weight - 170kgs

As with any instance of dissolving gas into a liquid, pressure is used to dissolve more
oxygen into the blood plasma. The increased pressure in the AirPod forces this extra oxygen
into brain cells, tissues and organs.
Outcomes
Dedicated facilities offering AirPod treatments are frequented by professional athletes,
executives and everyday people.
We have included the AirPod in our “Effortless Wellness” program to keep you healthy.
The AirPod is comfortable, relaxing and a meditative experience. Once inside the AirPod it
takes 5 minutes to reach maximum pressure. All you have to do is clear your ears until the
AirPod reaches maximum pressure. Once pressurised a steady flow of clean filtered air is
maintained during the therapy. There are internal and external control systems.
For further information and demonstrations call Stuart Bain on +61 431 801 327 or come in and
experience the AirPod at our premises at 359 Clarendon Street South Melbourne VIC 3205
Australia.

